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A background check is the final step that separates you, the employer, from 
hiring the best candidates for the job. The clock is ticking when it comes to 
the home stretch of hiring, and you don’t want to lose the momentum of 
getting them on board. We get it, and that’s why we developed the Candidate 
Direct portal.
You deserve a platform that provides a seamless, fast and more secure way 
for potential new hires to complete a background check request. Candidate 
Direct gives your company a competitive edge throughout the candidate’s 
process and help them start their dream jobs faster.

Asurint is leading the background screening industry forward. Our powerful, customizable technology—backed by 
expert answers and personalized assistance—helps employers hire the right candidates every time, and faster than 
ever before.
Our clients leverage better background checks to reduce manual workloads, minimize compliance risk, promote a 
safer workplace, and drive insights to boost hiring and recruitment success.

Gain a competitive edge on hiring as easy as: 
Click. Clear. Complete. 

FOR EMPLOYERS
When you’re hiring new candidates, you need everything to be fast and 
smooth-sailing. Background checks should be the same! 
Candidate Direct helps: 

ACCELERATE YOUR HIRING PROCESS
Initiate a background screen, send a link, done. Candidate Direct is that 
easy to use. The seamless process makes it quick for you to start, and easy 
for the candidates to complete, allowing you free up your time. 

STAY UP-TO-DATE ON COMPLIANCE LAWS
With our innovative built-in compliance engine, required candidate-facing 
and state-specific legal forms can be customized in compliance with FCRA 
laws. Forms are automatically presented to the candidate to sign and save, 
reducing completion time, and shortening the hiring cycle.

CUSTOMIZE TO KEEP YOUR BRANDING
Asurint offers customizable logo branding for the Candidate Direct 
platform so your company’s name is first and foremost when a candidate is 
filling out requested information.

FOR CANDIDATES
Your candidates’ needs are important when faced with a background check 
request. This process should be easy-to-use from start to finish. Leave a 
great first impression on your candidates with Candidate Direct with:

MOBILE-FRIENDLY DESIGN
Candidate Direct’s 100% responsive design allows candidates to access 
and submit information not only from a desktop computer, but 
smartphones and tablet devices too. 

LESS ROOM FOR USER ERROR
When completing personal information, you want it entered correctly 
the first time. Candidate Direct’s integration with the Google Maps API 
helps autofill important address information for candidates, avoiding 
unnecessary typos or incorrect location information.  

HELP EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
Background checks can be nerve-wracking. If your candidates ever have 
questions, we’ll be there. An Asurint support representative is available to 
them every step of the way.


